
 

 

Sunday, 1 February, 2015 Awake before the sun and lie in a little before Jax 

and I rise, dress, and head to the metro. Across to the Alameda, and hitch on a 

Sunday holiday weekend morning is filling with vendors, families, scouts, 

rollerbladers, you name it. Into a previously researched little restaurant for a truly 

Mexican and diner-like breakfast.  

Then to the Diego Rivera museum to see the mural Dreams of Sunday Afternoon in the 

Alameda.  

Back to the hotel for organizing, reading, resting then check out, and back into the 

metro, this time to cross the city to the airport with our luggage. We take all the time 

we need, move slowly, with care, a tempo that I notice later in the venue in 

Tepoztlán; pay careful attention to the beginning works again.  

Across the city, into the airport lugging The Beasts of our wheelies, and into the 

waiting hospitality of first Fernando M. and then the Team of arrivals who are upstairs 

in the food court.  

By 15:00 we are on the road with our speedy taxi driver, by 16:45-17:00 we are back 

in the Paradise Garden, alas hung with the sheets of our predecessors on the property 

(who also leave eight twelve-packs of empty Corona bottles stacked neatly near the 

garden).  

Moving in, dinner, meeting with Erin. Overall sense of Possibility, (aka Chaos), and 

wonder.  

Circulation Circle called for 21:30. It goes the length of an ice cream social and has a 

similar sweet, getting-to-know-you quality. At 10 pm Silence arrives (as it has strongly 

during dinner) and afterward I find my feet moving toward the door.  

Journal writing which peters out in favor of sleep.  

 



 

 

Monday, 2 February, 2015 

Sitting at 7:15. Two risings. Well, three. When I enter the Ballroom at 7:02 chairs are 

not set up and I hear how as people file in chairs will clatter and scrape. So chairs in 

two lines set up.  

One of our OCG Prep pals closes the door at the appointed time. Perhaps ten chairs 

are empty; some have opted to sit in the Chapel. Five minutes later a late arrival 

comes and (knowing the character I safely assume) out of deference to those 

underway sets up his own chair (leaving the ten empty ones quietly waiting) which 

clatters and scrapes. The Mistake After The Mistake is made.  

My personal Aim for the course is to refrain from criticizing. I can't not see these 

moments, though, and this morning that transforms to identifying The (However Many 

There Will Be) Predicaments.  

The Predicaments of human nature...we're all in it, what is my analogous 

Predicament? I'm sure I will see it if I look.  

The second arising, this one of an ostensibly deeper nature, is during the sitting the 

remembering of a Dream, a key dream, dreamed years ago.  

The setting of the dream is not unlike the setting of the room in the museum where 

Jacqueline and I saw Diego Rivera's Dreams of Sunday Afternoon in the Alameda.  

The room is rectangular, and in the dream instead of the epic mural it is Mr. Gurdjieff 

who us there, his back to the facing wall, his front to us, sitting cross-legged and 



 

 

emanating such an atmosphere of power, warmth, and love that it fills and warms the 

grey'ish slightly subterranean-seeming space.  

In front of Mr G, facing him, we all sit in lines similar to the lines of chairs in the 

Ballroom this morning, and in the center of the front line sits my friend (now seldom 

seen) C.  

Friend C. is going on and on, complaining about various story lines in her life...as C. is 

wont to do...and this to Mr. G.  

And there he sits, silent, emanating Life and Spirit, heat and power. Love.  

The dream to me when I dreamed it—and again this morning—shows the divide 

between these two worlds, the world of Friend C ( and me!) full with Notable Little 

Calamities, and the world of Mr G.  

And the thinking of the world where the C Bomb (complaint) thrives is not the world 

of the other, what in sitting this morning Named itself Being'ness, the World of Being.  

Perhaps I give up both criticism and complaint, mine and others', on this course. And 

then can I put one toe across to where Mr G sits beaming Love on all this Mess?  

Criticism is certainly Not Love. Complaint, too, is Not Love of a different sort. Not 

Love of the Individual = Criticism. Not Love of Life = Complaint. Something like this.  

15:00. OM in the Ballroom with Jacqueline. 
"Orchestral Maneuvers in simple terms is Thinking on Our Feet. 

In these patterns of movement within the Orchestra, both the spontaneous arisings 

and those more scripted—the snake, the procession, the Whizz—each individual body 



 

 

within the larger form needs to have someone at home, otherwise the forms 

themselves begin to break down.  

OM is then the Macro-rendering of AT active within a larger group. It is also necessary 

to address the individual practices, AT for the individual, which contribute to this 

mobility and integrity within the group."  

Beginning with walking, weight forward and off balance, filling the room with heavy 

stomping feet careening bodies. Then taking this into snakes and spirals. Then move 

to walking backwards, the exact balance transfer of coordinated forward walking, but 

in reverse.  

Take this into forward walking, and J. leads the snake around the room and out 

around the outside of the Paradise Garden.  

Back into the Ballroom having followed Jacqueline's forward-turning-to-backward 

back to forward walking.  

Large circle with Five Relations as parts of the whole. Hands joined, we trade turns 

being the head of the circle leading its amoeba-like movement, faster/ slower 

depending upon the head’s pace and configuration.  

Good questions at the end: review of personal practice possibilities arises from one of 

the questions, and there we go.  

Prior to 15:00 preparation for OM is 60-points walking for me in the football 

pitch....seven steps, five steps, three steps, one step, three steps, five steps, seven 

steps on a point.  

Tea followed by a chat with Julia and at 5 Curt with the Circle with guitars in the 

ballroom. A Turkish//Lydian scale circulates with Erin and Sandra on AT. When the 

Buddies (Dev, Leo, Jacqueline, Luciano) are thrown the circulation many mistakes are 

made but it goes because none of these cause reactions. Later talking to Dev and 

later later with Erin we talk about the stream, the thick filament, of energy that 

carries the circulation, how when I’ve seen it, a thick rope of light, it is out ahead of 



 

 

the notes of the individual players. The anticipatory or valedictory startle before or 

after any character's note being played drags back in this forward flow. Not so with. 

The Buddies...this is what makes them Buddies!  

At dinner in response to a question about this observation Leo does a wonderful little 

monologue of mistake making: “Yep! mistake! Oh! There's another! Oh, wow, yeah, 

hello, another mistake..." and so on vs " Oh, I made a mistake, I should know that bit 

better, what am I doing why can't I do this?" and on and on, inner wittering, taking 

one out of the flow.  

Chat with Dev prior to dinner—Geek business plus, and after dinner catching up with 

Erin who asks to join OM team for afternoon classes and focus on Personal Meetings in 

the morning.  

House of Guitars. Very good. 

 

Tuesday, 3 February, 2015 Up at 6:35 and into The Room Next Door to send Sam 

good wishes for today's SKYPE interview with UCSD.  

Am in the Colonnade outside when Robert and Leo drive in. I stay back in the shadows 

and watch Robert make his way to his room. Just off the red eye. He appears at 

sitting a half-hour later.  

After breakfast a Circle with those who are not quite up to speed on alternate picking 

(Curt in the Ballroom), and one with the Higher Fliers (Leo in The Room Next Door). 

Erin goes with Leo, I with Curt. Able in the course of an hour to get around to 

everyone for one thorough turn and a few touch ups. Curt says some things at the end 

of class that add to my list of, though Curt calls them Problems, Predicaments is what 

they are appearing as to me on this course. Los Predicamentos in Spanish, which is 

even catchier.  

11 am Body Beat with X and I pull up lame afterward. The rhythmic part is masterful. 

It is great to see X teaching as he's a natural at it. And the foot movement "taking our 



 

 

weight from side to side/marching/ shifting on 1-2" is everything I taught us yesterday 

to avoid. A dilemma arises: Say something to X, or not? My impulse when he gets us 

rocking our weight back and forth is to leave the room, and in retrospect this might 

have been the thing to do.  

Instead I have one of my fearful muscle pulls that could turn ugly and leave me 

limping for days if it gets inflamed, so take with me an Aleve to down at lunch.  

When X asks if I have a headache, I say " No! I'm injured!" He as usual is sweet and 

conciliatory and asks how I got injured. " In your class!" is my blurted reply.  

Long chat after lunch that is a mild form of argument, and I feel how I've hurt him. My 

analogy is that it would be like Curt teaching people the right hand and someone else 

coming in and smashing it all about and saying "No, do it this way."  

X...along with Most Everyone...doesn't see that the use of the feet could possibly 

matter that much. After all, we were clapping and keeping a polyrhythm.  

Sigh. I go and apologize later, but there is a heat and high-voiced tension when X talks 

to me now, which will either blow over, or not. I did encourage him to lead again, 

with lighter feet, perhaps.  

At 15:00 OM in the Ballroom. The Theme I think will be Los Predicamentos, but Curt is 

standing in the doorway at the beginning of the class and I ask him what he said in the 

opening meeting for OCG Prep about "How do we prepare?" This after repeating the 

def of OM that arose yesterday.  

Lucho's walks in a moment late and circles around people, and We're off! I circle in 

the opposite direction, behind everyone's backs, and we keep it going twice around. 

Then I ask what people noticed, how they perceived us behind them.  

This opens into a spontaneous exploration or circulating with two backs together. 

(Two of the Intro women have joined us, and are game to go.) Each pair has one 

partner facing into the circle and one facing out. The circulation of claps skips,one 



 

 

pair and continues around/ we have the right number in the circle for this to cycle 

properly.  

Permutations of the exercise continue for 35 minutes or so. The noticings that are 

shared at the end are clear and moving. What I see is that when we come back to a 

"proper" circulation form, all facing in, something is lost, or rather added. The bright 

ideas show up, where before, to quote J, we had to use everything we had to stay 

with our place in the circulation.  

Physical Habit= Mental Habit shows itself. 
Tea. 17:00 Geek mtg with Robert. Lots of Arisings. Lots of Silence.  

During one of the Silences I see beyond 2021. I see, the way I saw this for Robert in 

Sasso when his heart caught fire and instead of his intended retirement he began 

again in earnest, saying "one may have earned a place in Paradise, but why not shoot 

for the Sun Absolute." What I see for myself at the 63-year mark is Work. Lots of it. 

No retirement for either Steve or for Myself.  

We've often said to one another that Poets and AT teachers don't retire. OK, then!  

Dinner served by a chatty server becomes a chatty dinner. Prior to dinner J looks up 

some of these references to the 2010 course in her hard copy course journal, the 

existence of which I share with RF at dinner. 


